The closing verse of Genesis 13 describes the vicinity where Abraham resided; the next scene in Genesis 14 is one of warfare waged by four kings unevenly matched against five. The use of nearly the exact same phrase in Genesis 14:13 reminds the reader of where Abraham was situated when an escapee reported to him Lot's capture. 243 A second discourse connection is the name of Yahweh. Surely, hwhy frequently occurs in the OT and therefore may not be as apparent a connection as it should be. Nonetheless the text of Gen 13:18 concludes with these words, hwhyl xbzm ~v-!byw. The next and only other time Yahweh appears in Genesis 14 is in v. 22.244 The appearance of Yahweh in both chapters depicts Abraham as a Yahweh worshipper.
Third, another semantic link is the word vkr. Both Lot and Abraham owned great possessions br ~vwkr hyh yk in 13:6.245 In 14:12, Lot -along with his possessions -was captured (wvkr-taw jwl-ta wxqyw).246 Furthermore, Rendsburg points out two "nexuses" in these two chapters: Lot lived near Sodom and the town of Zoar: compare 13:10-12 and 14:2, 8, and 12.247 Thus the above data proves an interconnection between these two units.
We now turn to the literary-thematic role of Genesis 13 in light of Genesis 14. Genesis 13 serves two such functions from the vantage point of Genesis 14 and the larger thematic framework of the Abrahamic cycle. First, Genesis 13 provides the background for Abraham's involvement in the international battle that transpires in Genesis 14 because of his familial tie with Lot. That tie is characterized by the use of the word xa' . Lot was first introduced by the biblical narrator in 12:5: wyxi a' -!B, jAl-ta, w. ATv. ai yr: f' -ta, ~r" b. a; xQ: å YI w: . In 13:8, Abraham reminded Lot that they are brothers (or kinsmen, wnxna ~yxa ~yvna-yk) following their servants' quarrel over the land being too small for them (vv. 6-7). Lot chose where he wanted to live (13:10-11), a choice that ultimately led 243 Cf. Sailhamer, Pentateuch, 145. 244 Major commentaries have failed to notice this point: von Rad, Westermann, Wenham and Hamiltion. Though the word hwhy is missing in the LXX and Peshitta, we view this (as noted earlier in the project) as the attempt by the biblical narrator to make a syntagmatic effect on God's name. For the LXX, cf. John Willam Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis, SBLSCS 35 (Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars, 1993), 200. 245 Note the a-b-a structure of this verse: a wdxy tbvl #rah ~ta afn-alw b br ~vwkr hyh yk a wdxy tbvl wlky alw. 246 Later in this chapter, we will examine the syntagmatic use of vwkr as a binding device for Genesis 12-15. 247 Rendsburg, Redaction of Genesis, 48.
Unauthenticated Download Date | 9/23/19 8:47 AM to his capture by the kings.248 In 14:12, the narrator describes Lot as ~rba yxa-!b.249 In 14:14, 16, the word xa' is consistently used to refer to Lot and his relationship with Abraham. The recurrent usage of xa' in Genesis 14 intentionally links together the two chapters.
Second, two components -the land and the seed -in the Abrahamic cycle are being delineated in Genesis 13. Following Lot's departure, Yahweh reiterated these two components to Abraham (vv. 14-17), and we can view these verses in a chiastic way: a-b-a as land-seed-land in vv. 14-15, 16, 17 respectively. We might suspect that Lot himself could be a candidate for the "seed" of Abraham in the narrative framework of Genesis 12-22. Therefore, his departure (Genesis 13) and capture (Genesis 14) threaten this aspect of God's promise.250
The Literary-Thematic Relationship Between Genesis 14 and 15
Compared with Genesis 13, chapter 15 has aroused substantial interest in biblical scholarship.251 Perhaps because the word tyrb is first officially used in the Abrahamic cycle? God's relationship with Abraham was specifically spelled out as a covenant;252 then again, perhaps it is the discernable structure of Genesis 15 centered on the key text in v. 6. For instance, Ha, stating that v. 6 is a theological declaration of Abraham's faith and Yahweh's reckoning of righteousness, yields a graphicalanalysis of two parallel sections of vv. 1-5 and vv. 7-21.253 Sarna is more precise in pointing out the parallels in these two sections:
Each has three elements: a divine promise (vv. 1, 7), an expression of apprehension by Abram (vv. 2-3, 8), and a divine assurance by verbal and by symbolic action (vv. 4-5, 9-21). In both sections God introduces His speech with the formula "I am" (vv. 1, 7), and the patriarch's response begins with the invocation, "O Lord God" (vv. 2, 8) which is an exceedingly rare expression in the Torah. Finally, it is clear that Nehemiah 9:7-8 understands the covenant to be [in?] response to Abram's act of faith in his initial encounter with God, so that verse 6 forms the connecting link between the two parts.254
Given the importance of Yahweh's covenant with Abraham, the question is how does this chapter thematically link to the previous one? There are numerous semantic links between these two chapters. As noted earlier in this project, a possible word play on the proper name of Melchizedek (~lv $lm qdc-yklmw) in Gen 14:18 may be identified in Gen 15:6, 15.255 Besides this, some scholars have pointed out various semantic links in these chapters. For instance, Rendsburg, in agreement with Sarna, has pointed out ten more semantic connections between these two chapters: !gm (14:20 and the verbal and noun form of rb[ ("pass over" and "Hebrew:," 14:13, 15:17).257 All of these semantic connections help establish a literary connection between these two chapters.
The thematic connections of Genesis 14 and 15 converge into two portraits of Abraham, transforming him from a military victor to a prophet. The military victory of Abraham in Genesis 14, cast as a blessing from God in Gen 14:20, now carries over to Genesis 15, which begins with Yahweh's self-presentation as Abraham's shield258 (!gE m' , with a military overtone). Nonetheless, Abraham's imagery as a warrior is now subtly transformed by this phrase hz< x] M; B; ~r' b. a; -la, hw" hy> -rb; d> hy" h' .259 Scholars fully recognize the prophetic connotation of this expression260 depicting Abraham as a prophet (cf. Gen 20:7); thus, this imagery sets the tone for the prophecy of bondage and deliverance of Abraham's descendants in Egypt (vv. 13-14, 16). The juxtaposition of the two imageries -military victor and prophet -is not totally unrelated. For one, there is a cultic context in both portraits: Abraham gave a tenth to Melchizedek in Gen 14:20261 while he made sacrifices to Yahweh in 15:10. Though the word $rb is absent in Genesis 15, the thematic notions of promise and covenant are reiterated three times: the promise of the seed (vv. 4-5); the prophecy of bondage and the promise of deliverance of Abraham's seed (vv. 13-14, 16); and the promise of the giving of the land to Abraham's descendants (vv. 18-21). The last two promise-covenant thematic notions imply a necessary military victory over the enemy of Abraham's descendants.
Having established the thematic link between Genesis 14 and 15, some words or phrases have been either re-used or noticed syntagmatically by the same biblical writer (within the Pentateuch) or a later biblical writer (of the Historical Books). A couple of examples are sufficient to make our point. The word hzxmb (Gen 15:1) and $rb (Gen 14:19-20) reappear together in Numbers 22-24; it is noteworthy that the word hz< x] m; occurs a mere four times in the entire OT: Gen 15:1, Num 24:4, 16 and Ezek 13:7. Other phrases like ^y[, Me mi ace yE rv, a] (Gen 15:4) reappear exactly in 2 Sam 7:12 (plus the appearance three times of $rb in 2 Sam 7:29). This evidence encourages us to investigate the possibility of a later biblical writer reading and interpreting his antecedent Scripture with its cotexts in mind.
Thus far the literary-thematic relationship between Genesis 14 and its immediate cotexts (13 and 15) have been inspected. It heartens us to find this number of links in these three chapters; however, given the foundational nature of Genesis 12 in the Abrahamic cycle, we should extend our examination to the literary-thematic relationship between Genesis 12 and 14.
Literary-Thematic Relationship Between Genesis 12 and 14
On a narrative level, Abraham is the key figure connecting together these two chapters. There are, however, three semantic links between Genesis 12 and 14.
(1) The multiple occurrences of $rb in both chapters have already been registered; (2) Lot was introduced in Gen 12:5 as wyxi a' -!B, jAl-ta, , while nearly the exact same phrase reappears in 14:12 ~r' b. a; yxi a] -!B, . . . jAl-ta, , ; and (3) Note the use of vkr (with jwl and xa-!b) as a plot-carrying or discourse technique: the narrator takes great pains binding Genesis 12, 13, and 14 together with this word ("a" stands for xa-!b and/or jwl and "b," vwkr). Observe the following: .262 Furthermore, the same word reappears in Gen 15:14 (a divine promise that Abraham's descendents would come out of the land of slavery with great possessions, lAdG" vku r> Bi ). Could the last occurrence of vwkr in 15:14 serve as a link between all these chapters? We believe so, and its occurrences signifie more than what it is on the surfeace. Therefore, to consider these links we now turn to our next section.
A Study of Genesis 12-15 as a "Unit"
We propose that these four chapters lay the foundation for the themes of the Abrahamic cycle. Our argument is based on the occurrences of keywords or themes: the word $rb, the promise pertaining to the "seed," and the covenant made between Yahweh/God and Abraham.263 Each of these already appeared in Genesis 12-15. What follows is an elaboration of our point: first, regarding the keyword $rb, our conclusions have already been established in our syntagmatic study of this word.264 Second, it is obvious that God's promise to Abraham is multi-fold:265 the presence of God, the land and posterity (seed and son).266 Nonetheless, our interest narrows to the seed-promise, partly because of the limitations of this project, and partly because of its development in the later biblical writings (Numbers 22-24, Psalm 110, Hebrews 5-7) that appear to place more interest in the "seed" (a person). Last, the word covenant (tyrb) and the making of the "covenant" are formally introduced in Genesis 15.
It appears that another covenant was made later in Genesis 17. Are these two related, and if so, how? With this question in mind, we turn to our next section.
262 All the occurrences of vWkr. in the Abrahamic cycle are in Gen 12:5, 13:6, 14:11, 12, 16 and 15:14. 263 Note that Elohim "God" as a character did not appear to Abraham until Genesis 17. This is noted by Rendsburg, Redaction of Genesis, 46. 264 See chapter four. 265 Interestingly, neither ABD nor NIDOTTE list "promise" as a topic for their study. 
A Study of the Relationship Between Genesis 12-15 and 17
Scholars are divided on whether or not the covenants in Genesis 15 and 17 are the same. According to Williamson's detailed study, scholars explain the relationship between the two covenants in Genesis 15 and 17 in the following four ways: as two different sources or traditions; as two stages of a covenant-making process of one single covenant; seeing Genesis 17 as a renewal or reaffirmation of what is established already in Genesis 15; or as two different covenants in terms of focus and function.267 While we may not be able to resolve the issue of continuity and discontinuity between these two chapters (or possibly two covenants), we should point out, through the syntagmatic study of two words acy and [rz in this chapter, that some kind of thrust or theme emerges, namely, the seed occupies the center of the divine promise.
Two comments on these two Hebrew words (acy and [rz) are illuminative of the position that the seed may occupy the center of God's promise with regard to the themes of these two chapters. First, note the use of acy in these two chapters:268
Gen 15:4 ^v, r' yyI aWh ^y[, Me mi ace yE rv, a] ~ai -yKi Gen 17:6 Wace yE ^M. mi ~yki l' m. W
Both stress that the heir or the seed has to come from the body of Abraham. In addition, and significantly, a royal line is embedded in the seed. Second, both chapters spell out the seed and the land but syntactically stress the former more than the latter:
Gen 15:18 taZO h; #r, a' h' -ta, yTi t; n" ^[] r> z: l. land and the seed -should be read "in conjunction with the other, rather than in isolation from one another."271 The question remains, however, which one has already been given "priority" by the biblical writer of the Pentateuch? The seed seems to be the answer.
To search further for the answer, two areas of studyare suggested: first, to examine the co-appearance of #ra and [rz and second, to see how [rz is syntagmatically used with the other key word !b. First, disregarding the context of these two words #ra and [rz where they occur, we find that the former occurs 41 times and the latter 15 times in Genesis 12-22. Nevertheless, in all three chapters (Genesis 15, 17 and 22) that contain God's promise on land and seed, [rz occurs more than #ra: Genesis 15: 4 vs. 3 times, Genesis 17: 6 vs. 2 times and Genesis 22: 3 over 2 times respectively.272 If we put the word #ra back into the context, in both Genesis 17 and 22, the promise concerning the land is either minimally stressed or almost absent. 273 Second, another study of the syntagmatic perspective of [rz with another keyword !b produces the following result. Through a computer-assisted search,274 within two verses we find the syntagmatic appearances of these two words in Genesis: (1) 3:15-16, (2) 4:25-26, (3) 8:22-9:1, (4) 9:9, (5) 15:3, (6) 16:10-11, (7) 17:19, (8) 21:12-13, (9) 22:16-17. More relevant to our interest are (1), (2), (5), (7), and (9).275 Thus, each of the above passages will be examined as follows.
A syntagmatic study of [rz and !b on Gen 3:15-16 will result in a juxtaposition of God's mercy (as promise) and his justice (as discipline). While the former word ([rz) is to signify the struggle between the "seed" of the woman and that of the serpent (v. 15) with the ultimate triumph of the woman's seed as God's promise, the latter purports that the pain of giving birth, of bearing "children" (!b, plural) is an indication of God's discipline meted out for human sin (v. 16). Yet without any birth of "children," there would be no woman's "seed." The two are so intertwined together that a divine promise (regarding the seed of the woman) is mixed with a divine discipline (pain of childbirth). Thus, some have read 3:15 as a divine promise of deliverance through the birth of a messianic figure The correspondences of this chiastic structure are obvious: ~rba rmayw in aa', !tn in bb' and ytyb and !b in cc'. Abraham's concern is crystallized through this rhetoricalstructural analysis in that he remained childless because Yahweh, who had yet to fulfill what He promised, did not give him the "seed." In Abraham's mind, someone . Third, the promise here is in its accumulative effect, particularly with the stress on the numerousness of Abraham's descendants. Note the use of both "star" and "sand" to describe the numerousness of Abraham's descendants in 22:17 while only one of these, "star," "sand" or "dust," is used on other occasions to depict the same notion. 285 We pause to recap what we have delineated thus far in our study. From a discourse analysis of all these texts and under the rubric of blessing, God's promise to Abraham is formalized in the form of covenant. Contained in this blessing-promise-covenant formula, one takes note of several key elements: (1) the seed is confined to Abraham and his direct descendants (through Sarah); (2) the agent of blessing shifts from Abraham to his seed; (3) the seed of Abraham has a royal line; (4) the seed is linked to a (military) victory over its enemy; and (5) the seed ([rz) has been transformed into a specific son (!b). 280 ytyb-!b is usually glossed as "slave of my house." See Hagelia, Numbering the Stars, 47-48. It is not uncommon for a house slave to be adopted as "son" or "heir" in ANE practice (cf. Hamilton, Genesis 1-17, 420). 281 Abraham's notion of adopting a slave to be his heir downgrades the divine promise and is therefore forbidden by Yahweh. Thus, the phrase $y[mm acy rva in v. 4 is to expel such unwarranted notion. 282 We also detect a thematic progression in 17:19b. The phrase wyrxa w[rzl projects that Isaac will have his own seed (even before he was born). 283 We have already noted earlier (last chapter) that the agent of blessing now shifts from Abraham to his seed. 
A Study of the Relationship Between Genesis 12-15 and 22
Earlier we have touched on the bracketing effect of Genesis 12 and 22. Nonetheless, our purpose here is to highlight the syntagmatic effect of this text in the framework of blessing-promise-covenant. First, the formal elements of divine oath or confirmation should be noted: yTi [. B; v. nI yBi rm, aYO w: hw" hy> -~au n> > (Gen 22:16) . This is the only instance in which the divine promise or oath is introduced with Yahweh swearing by himself (yTi [. B; v. nI yBi ) and it is a unique use of hw" hy> -~au n, with a clear prophetic overtone.286 If all the previous blessings-promises prior to Genesis 15 are now cast in the form of a covenant in Genesis 15 and 17, Yahweh reaffirms them again with solemn formality in Gen 22:16. Second, we reiterate the shift from Abraham as the instrument of God's blessing to his seed from a syntagmatic point of view. 287
A Study of Genesis 49, With Special Reference to vv. 8-12 in View of Genesis 12-15
At first glance, Genesis 49 seems "remote" from the Abrahamic cycle in a literary sense. Nonetheless, as we have summarized above, Genesis 49 contains nearly all of the ingredients under the framework of blessing-promise-covenant.288
Although our focus on Genesis 49 will be on the tribe of Judah, we should acknowledge the context in which this text is found. Since the prediction about Judah289 is cast in the framework of blessing, the obvious connection between Genesis 49 and 12-15 is the multiple use of $rb in Genesis 49:28: ~h, ybi a] ~h, l' rB, DI -rv, a] tazO w> rf' [' ~ynE v. lae r' f. yI yje b. vi hL, ae -lK' ~t' ao %r; Be Atk' r> bi K. rv, a] vyai ~t' Aa %r, b' y> w: . . The $rb in v. 28 puzzles many scholars since the content does not sound like a blessing. Thus their interpretations range from bidding farewell, to testimony, to merely a collection of tribal sayings.290 We suggest, however, that the authorial intent for the use of $rb is to connect back to Genesis 12-15, that is, to the foundational text of God's blessing-promise-covenant to Abraham and his seed.291
Having established the context of Gen 49:8-12, it is suggested that the prediction of Judah is given a more prominent place among all of Jacob's sons, as some scholars have already indicated.292 There are two elements in Jacob's blessing of Judah that contributed to Judah's prominence, and therefore deserve attention. First, none of Jacob's sons were addressed as "my son," ynI B. except Judah in v. 9.293 The word !b occurs nine times in Genesis 49: three times it is plural, referring to "sons" (in the sense of children) of Jacob (vv. 1, 2, 33), and four times it is used as an idiom (vv. 11, 22 [twice] and 32).294 The last two references are found in Judah's pericope: v. 8 as "the sons of your father will bow to you" and in v. 9, as "my son." The intentional use of !b in v. 9 should not be dismissed lightly. 295 We believe it serves as a lexical link back to the seed/son contention in Genesis 12-15. Our belief is further reinforced by the military victor and royal imagery found in v. 8a ("your hand will be on the neck of your enemy") and in vv. 9b-10 (the "scepter" and the "ruler's staff"). This leads to the next point.
Second, only Judah was given the royal treatment in Genesis 49. Such notion is supported by several key words in v. 10: jb, ve , qqe xo m. and hl{ yvi . Besides v. 10 as the crux in Judah's pericope,296 some challenge the kingly connotation of these two words, jb, ve and qqe xo m. .297 Nonetheless, the decisive understanding of the kingly notion should come from the former word (jb, ve )298 based on its occurrence in Num 24:17a, lae r' f. YI mi jb, ve ~q' w> bqo o [] Y: mi bk' AK %r; D' , in conjunction with 24:19a, bqo [] Y: mi D> r> yE w> . Our argument is not simply about a lexical-semantic link but about a syntagmatic link between Genesis 12-15, 49 and Numbers 22-24, which will be developed later.
The kingly notion is further implied by the difficult word hl{ yvi . Among all explanations,299 Sarna points out that the word is understood by the early traditions in Qumran, Targums, and rabbinic literature as a "messianic title."300 In addition, Walter Kaiser, after repointing the Hebrew word with the support of the LXX, Theodotian, Aquila, Symmachus, Targum Onkelos, and some Hebrew manuscripts, reads this word as "until he comes to whom it [i.e., the scepter, or the rule] belongs."301
To recapitulate our findings thus far, Genesis 49 shows a thematic progression in the understanding of God's blessing-promise-covenant. Judah, one of the twelve sons (!b) of Jacob or the seed of Abraham, is singled out to contain the royal line promised earlier in Genesis 17, whose seed is flavored with a military victory over his enemy.
A Study of Numbers 22-24 as a Cotext for Genesis 14 (12-15): Their Literary-Thematic Relationship
Like Melchizedek in Gen 14:19-20, the pericope of Balaam as well as Balaam as a character have long puzzled biblical scholars. Most regard Melchizedek and Balaam as enigmatic.302 Nonetheless, the Balaam oracles are regarded as some of the most important oracles in biblical study. To appreciate the literary role and function of the oracles of Balaam in the Pentateuch, especially its link to Genesis 14, two tasks must be completed: to examine the oracles in their present literary context, and to examine how they relate to Genesis 12-15.303 Our next section will deal with the oracles in the present literary context.
The Oracles of Balaam in Their Present Literary Context
The goal of this section is to examine the Balaam oracles in their present form. As a whole, the Book of Numbers poses a challenge for biblical exegetes who fail to arrive at a consensus on the structure or arrangement of the book.304 Nonetheless, the narrator of Numbers seems to structure his materials according to chronology and geography. Adopting the latter, the narrative moves along on two axes.
First, the narrator of Numbers employs geographical markers to move along his story: Num 21:11 brings the Israelites into a place facing Moab (bawm ynp). Readers should note that Moab (ba" wo m), does not appear after Exod 15:15 (the only time in Exodus) until here.305 It occurs three times in Genesis: 19:37 (twice) and 36:35. The last reference is crucial because in the early part of the Pentateuch the narrator has already tied Moab to Midian:
ba' Am hde f. Bi !y" d> mi -ta, hK, Û M; h; . This geographical reference is repeated several times before the Balaam episode to lead the reader of the narrative into the encounter of Balaam and Balak: 21:13, 20, and 22:1. Besides the geographical reference serving as a narrative device, we propose Unauthenticated Download Date | 9/23/19 8:47 AM that Moab is purposefully juxtaposed with Midian to bracket the Balaam oracle: for instance, observe how both terms appear in 22:3-4 and 25:1, 6.306
Besides geography, the narrator utilizes personal names to carry his plot forward. Together, represented by Balak and the elders of Midian, they signify "those who curse" (Gen 12:3, ^l. L, q; m. , cf. 27:29, ^yr, r> ao ) the seed of Abraham, the Israelites,307 by engaging Balaam to do the job. It is in this framework that we find the antithesis to the "curse," namely the "blessing" in the Balaam oracles. Having detected the narrative flow, we now proceed to a four-part study of the Balaam episode: a survey of the content; the rhetorical arrangement of the Balaam pericope; a syntagmatic study of $rb; and the thematic progression of the oracles.
A Survey of the Content of the Balaam Pericope
A survey of the content of the Balaam story puts our interpretation into perspective. Num 22:2-21 sets the stage: Balak sent for Balaam to curse the Israelites, but Balaam's trip is interrupted by a phenomenon: Balaam's donkey saw (har) a danger Balaam could not see, and finally the donkey spoke to its master.
While some scholars regard this donkey episode an interpolation and consider it out of place in the Balaam story,308 they basically agree it serves two functions here. The incident humiliates Balaam,309 thus preemptively balancing the imagery of a foreigner being given an exalted prophetic role to bless Israel later in this narrative.310 306 Moab in 21:28-29 already signifies divine displeasure on itself. 307 Note rra and bbq (synonym llq, see NCB, 997) are both used in Numbers 22-24: 22:6, 12, 23:7, 24:9 for rra and 22:11, 17, 23:8, 11, 13, 25, 27 and 24:10 for bbq. Lai's notation of "Balak used rra whereas Balaam used bbq" is questionable. See Lai, "Jacob' . What the Lord put in Balaam's mouth is the central thesis of this narrative: a blessing upon and the prediction for God's people. Therefore, in our next three sections, we will examine the rhetorical arrangement of the four oracles, finally stressing a key word, har, the syntagmatic progression in our study of the word $rb, and the thematic progression of the four oracles.
A Rhetorical Arrangement of the Four Oracles
The task here is to appreciate the rhetorical effect based on the arrangement or structure of these four oracles.312 Such rhetorical effect ultimately casts Balaam's oracles not as a historical artifact but as a prediction for the distant future. There are four rhetorical features in these four oracles.
The first feature: both the first and second oracles are introduced by the same introductory phrase rm; aYO w: Alv' m. aF' YI w: 313 (v. 7//v. 18) with the name Balak cited, likewise for the third and fourth oracles (vv. 3-4//15-16).314 All four oracles, however, contain this phrase rmayw wlvm afyw. The second feature: all four oracles are linked by the proper names Jacob and Israel used in a pair; first oracle: 23:7, 10, 21, 23; second oracle: 23:21, 23; third oracle: 24:5 and fourth oracle: 24:17, 18-19.315 The third feature: there are two 311 Timothy R. Ashley comments: "Just as the donkey has been caught three times between seeing a vision of an armed and dangerous angel of Yahweh on the one hand and feeling the stick of the blind Balaam on the other, so Balaam, who now sees that Yahweh's will for him is to bless Israel, will soon be caught, in three ever tighter situations, between doing Yahweh's will on the one hand, and succumbing to Balak's pressure to curse Israel on the other. . . . Balaam has become the donkey who can now see the divine anger, and whose mouth will be opened by God, in spite of the stick of Balak." Ashley, The Book of Numbers, NICOT (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1993), 460. R. W. L. Moberly sees "discernment" (based on the word har) as one of the major concerns in this story and he argues for the reversal of roles between ass-Balaam and Balak-Balaam. Balaam sets of connections between the second and third oracles. (1) The imagery is a lion, pictured rising "up to leap, who will not crouch down . . . until he has caught his prey" (23:24, in the second oracle), which connects to the same lion who "has already crouched down, and is devouring his prey, so that no one can possibly drive him off" (24:9, in the third oracle).316 (2) The Exodus is alluded to, signified by this repeated phrase, wO l ~ae r> tpo [] AtK. ~yI r; c. Mi mi Aayci Am lae in the second and third oracles (23:22, 24:8).317
The fourth feature: this last feature is crucial. There is a bracketing and rhetorical effect created by the use of the word har318 in the Balaam oracles. It is used three times in the poems or oracles: 23:9, 21 and 24:17.319 The first and last are written in the exact form: WNa, r> a, . In Num 23:9 (first oracle), the absence of a clear antecedent as an object for the verb "see" (WNa, r> a, ~yrI cu varo me -yKi ) has caused interpreters to make some emendations.320 We believe revision is unnecessary because there is an authorial intention to bring the present moment of Balaam's seeing Israel as God's people to the distant future in a vision, a prediction of a person with royal status (24:17, 19).321 This vision of the distant future is further reinforced by the presence of these prophetic terms ~au n> and hz< x/ y< (24:16, cf. v. 4). How does the use of har tie in with $rb? We will answer that toward the end of the following section.
A Syntagmatic Study of the Key Word $rb
The most evident key word in the Balaam story is $rb; while it serves as a connective link between Genesis 12-15 and Numbers 22-24, it shapes a reader's understanding of the theme of the discourse of the Balaam pericope. It occurs 14 times in Numbers 22-24 316 Levine, Numbers 21-36, 211. 317 According to Levine, these connective devices provide a "transition from defining Balaam's mission and status to vis-à-vis contemporary Israel, which is the agenda of the first two poems, to the predictions of future Israelite victories on both sides of the Jordan, the subject of the third and fourth poems." Ibid. 318 See Alter, Biblical Narrative, 104-107, who uses this word as Leitwort of the Balaam story. 319 Note its synonym rWv also occurs in 23:9 and 24:17. Concerning the LXX readings for 24:17a but it should be read in light of the last oracle (see next paragraph). Nonetheless, we should note that this kingly notion is embedded in the depiction of Israel's descendents or seed (A[r> z: w> , v. 7a).
The fourth oracle332 challenges interpreters333 though it seems safe to say that what we find in the first three oracles has a definite eschatological and messianic overtone. If one takes away the narrative between the third and fourth oracles (24:10-14) and omits the introductory remark in the fourth oracle (24:15-16), what is left off in the third oracle will continue into the fourth. That is the blessing formula (^wrb ^ykrbm, v. 9b) tied to a person334 (WNrwva and WNara, v. 17a), a kingly figure (bkwk and jbv, v. 17 and dry, v. 19), someone in the distant future (cf. v. 17a). 335 We can view the text as follows: As observed, several key words are found in verse 17, therefore making v. 17 the key verse in the entire oracle. Indeed, v. 17 has traditionally been interpreted as messianic by various textual traditions. 336 Following an investigation of the conglomerative use of har and $rb in the oracles' rhetorical structure and the examination of the thematic progressive movement, we conclude that it is God's unchanging promise and intention to bless his people. His steadfast promise (to the patriarchs) is once again affirmed through the sayings of Balaam. Yet the promise is ultimately streamlined to a messianic, royal figure coming from Jacob's seed, evident in the last two oracles of Balaam. oracle), and as we have already highlighted, the phrase !wyl[ t[d [dyw is only found here. The unique presence of El and Elyon adds to the importance of the fourth oracle or at least that is what Ashley thinks because this oracle concerns the distant future.343
From a discourse perspective, the co-appearance of El and Elyon in Num 24:16 will alert any reader perceptive to the narrative discourse to refer back to Gen 14:19-20. The uniqueness of this co-appearance almost confines a discourse reader to examine both texts in detail and to inevitably conclude that the composition of the Balaam oracle has Genesis 14 (cotexts 12-15) as its literary influence. Such conclusion is not only supported by El and Elyon's unique appearance in both texts but also by many shared similarities detected earlier. From this we can draw our conclusion.
Concluding Remarks
In the above study, the motif of the Balaam oracles is built upon the antecedent texts, namely, Genesis 14 and its cotexts (chapters 12-15, 17, 22 and 49). We have seen the multiple occurrence of $rb in both Genesis 14 (12 and 22) and Numbers 22-24. The substance of God's blessing, however, progresses from Abraham to his seed, which can be viewed from two angles. First, the promise of seed is fulfilled in the numerous descendants in Genesis 49 and Numbers 22-24 (see Gen 49:1; cf. Exod 1:7; and Num 22:3). Second, the focus on one seed -a royal messianic figure -is more refined in Genesis 49 (from the tribe of Judah) and in Numbers 23-24 (kingly figure in the future).
Could someone in the history of Israel fulfil this blessing-promise as presented in Genesis and Numbers? This question naturally leads us to additional study, prompted by other multiple appearances of $rb found in 2 Samuel 7. In the course of Israel's biblical history, two prime candidates surface: David and Solomon, and 2 Samuel 7 is a key text for both kings. This is the focus of our next chapter.
